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Abstract
Due to low switching costs and stiff competition, customer relationship management has become a central
component in the marketing strategy of telecommunication service providers. Since the costs of acquiring a
new customer are five times higher than the costs of maintaining an existing customer, telecommunication
service providers are eager to reduce the churn rate. A solid understanding of customer churn behavior
can help to address this problem. Reducing the churn rate can translate into significant revenue gains and
might provide the edge to outperform the competitor. In this paper, we predict the propensity to churn for
customers of a Dutch telecommunication service provider by employing a duration model. While predicting
churn, we simultaneously predict the reason for which the customer churns, using a competing risks model.
Since the telecommunication service provider has valuable textual data based on transcripts of calls between
customers and the customer service center, we incorporate topics extracted from this textual data as variables
in the competing risks model, by employing Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). We find that we are among
the first to incorporate LDA-based variables in a competing risks model. We compare four models and find
that the models that have incorporated topic variables usually yield the best churn forecasts. Also, the
investigated models beat the considered benchmark model, which is the model currently deployed at the
telecommunication service provider.
Keywords: Churn, competing risk models, textual data, Latent Dirichlet Allocation

1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, the number of Internet users worldwide has increased at an impressive rate.
According to “Miniwatts Marketing Group", around 4.5 billion people had access to the Internet on June 30,
2019, which tripled in the last ten years [1]. Due to the increase of Internet users worldwide, telecommunication
service providers (TSPs) in developing countries benefit, as more and more people buy access to the World
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Wide Web. However, TSPs in developed countries are facing a completely different market, as around 75% of
their citizens already have access to the Internet [1]. In order to maintain their price level, the TSPs often
offer a variety of products and services to increase the customer base. On the other hand, the consumers of
these countries are usually facing a limited number of highly competitive TSPs offering identical products
and services, which makes them frugal consumers that tend to switch quickly between various TSPs. Indeed,
according to [2], around 2% of the telecommunication company’s customers churn every month.
Customer attrition is one of the major issues for a lot of industries but, in particular, to TSPs. In [2], the
author estimates that 75% of the new subscribers have previously used the services of another TSP. Such a
switching customer that leaves the current TSP is referred to as a churner. These churners are expensive for a
TSP, as the costs of acquiring a new customer are five times higher than the costs of maintaining an existing
customer [3]. Keeping in mind that TSPs spend a large amount of money on advertisements to gain new
customers, TSPs aim to retain each customer in their customer base. In particular, many of the TSPs are
not trying to sell as many products as possible to their existing customers or to lure the maximum number
of new customers. Instead, they chose to adopt a retention approach with the goal to keep the potential
churners for as long as possible and reduce the churn rate [4].
To improve retention, TSPs examine their customers’ journey. We define the customer journey as the
sequence of events that occurred during the contract period of a customer. Events such as calling the customer
service center, visiting the website of the TSP, or ordering an extra product could all be part of the customer
journey. The content of the calls with the TSP, further referred to as the customer service data, is expected
to be of particular importance in the customer journey [5]. We hypothesize that the customer journey of a
particular customer will provide signals about the customer’s propensity to churn and the reason for that.
There exists a considerable amount of research directed toward predicting the probabilities of customers
to churn [6]. At the same time, there is almost no research that investigates the prediction of customer churn
reasons. Furthermore, none of the previous works investigate these two issues simultaneously, even though
this could unlock new practical applications. For example, if we are able to identify potential churners in the
earliest stage possible, the associated TSP can contact these customers and try to prevent them from leaving
before it is too late. If, in addition to that, we predict the reason for which a customer churns, the TSP could
come up with the optimal personalised strategy for preventing this customer from leaving. Therefore, the
research question of our study is posed as follows: "How can we predict the customers’ likelihood to churn
and the reasons for that incorporating customer service data?"
For preventing future churn the TSP needs to know which variables in the customer journey influenced
already churned customers, such that they can control for these variables in the future. The topics of customer
service calls, price of the contract, webpage visits, and the number of failures are all examples of such possible
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variables. Gaining insight into the customer journey has the potential to reduce the customer churn rate and
improve company-customer relations, both leading to an increase in revenue.
Even though some researchers, like [5], have already looked into incorporating the text information (e.g.,
customer e-mails sent to the service center) into churn models, to our knowledge, no research has been done
on using the topics present in text data (in our case, support requests) in duration models. In addition, we
have also researched the incorporation of textual variables into a competing risks model, by applying Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Even though it has not been previously investigated, identifying the topics of
user support requests might be the most important factor in predicting churn as it points out the reason for
which the customer is unsatisfied. We have shown that this approach helps to boost the performance of the
considered models. Using our results, managers of telecommunication companies will be able to improve their
churn models which should help them increase customer retention and fight churn better.
This paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss the related work. Then, we give an overview of the
empirical data used for this research. The applied methods are explained next. We end this paper with a
discussion of the results of the applied methods and propose topics for future work.

2. Related work
Customer retention continues to be a hot topic among marketeers and managers in the telecommunication
market [7]. Recent studies focus on churn probabilities and the prediction of the customer lifetime value [8],
the allocation of resources to customer retention and acquisition [9], effects of information and communication
technology (ICT) service and its complementary strategies on customer loyalty [10], and the formation
of financial reports and communication with management regarding churn [11]. Overall, we find that the
majority of the research on churn is focused on which customers are going to leave. In addition, researchers
also investigate the moment when a customer ends the contract and on the duration of the contract.
Another stream of research is focused on why a customer terminates his/her contract. For example, [12]
states that determining the most important causes of customer churning can improve the understanding
of predictive models while saving a lot of expenses and computational time. As is found by [13], product
line breadth and quality reduce customer switching and may also reduce customer attrition. Specifically, for
instance, using Markov logic networks, [14] points out that word-of-mouth can significantly influence customer
churning decisions. As discussed by [7], one can classify churners into three classes, also referred to as risks:
Value, Personal, and Non-Pay. The Value risk includes anything related to the sentiment with respect to the
company, such as response to poor service, price of the product or service, and the quality of the product or
service. These risks are all under control of the company and are therefore defined as Controllable churn, as
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described by [15]. The Personal risk includes all risks that are outside the control of the company, such as
migration or death. The Non-Pay risk includes all risks related to non-payment, such as abuse or theft of the
product or service. On all occasions of Non-Pay churn, the company makes the decision to end the contract
of the customer. The Personal risk and the Non-Pay risk combined can be regarded as Uncontrollable risk.
Predicting the reason for which a contract is terminated has extensive managerial implications. As
mentioned by [8] and [11], the firm’s predicted aggregate churn rate is sufficient to evaluate the financial
health of an organization and to estimate the value of the customer base. However, a manager who has the
responsibility to reduce the churn rate can respond to this type of knowledge, by giving customers with a
high propensity to churn the right offer [16]. For instance, if we expect that a customer is likely to churn due
to relatively high prices, the manager could offer this customer a more appealing product for a better price to
retain this customer. If the manager is able to do so before the customer was planning to terminate his/her
contract, the manager will reduce the churn rate.
In the field of customer churn prediction, authors typically adopt a data mining approach to predict which
customers are likely to churn [6, 17–20]. Based on historical data, a model is trained to classify customers
as future churners or as future non-churners. Modern classification techniques such as random forests,
support vector machines, and neural networks are often adopted to predict churn [17, 21–23]. Although many
studies compare the performance of various classification techniques, there is no consensus yet about which
classification technique performs best for customer churn prediction [24, 25].
Among others, [26] compares the performance of various classification and econometric models for churn
prediction. Despite the good predictive power of classification models, a drawback of adopting them to
predict customer churn is that most of them only result in classification of churners and non-churners. Yet,
it is desired to have the results in terms of timestamps when customers churn to support customer triage.
The second drawback is that for most classification techniques the effects of the variables on the churn
likelihood are hard to interpret [27, 28]. Although many studies focus on extraction rules to increase the
comprehensibility of the effects of variables on the propensity to churn, the improvement is only marginal [29].
In the more specific field of prediction of the moment when a customer churns, authors often adopt
duration models for predicting the propensity to churn [30, 31]. A duration model provides the length of
time spent in a given state before the transition to another state [32]. For the TSP, a transition occurs to an
exit state when a customer terminates the contract. The key concept in duration modeling is the hazard
rate or hazard function, which is the probability that a contract is terminated after a certain number of
months, given that it is not terminated yet [32]. Since the selection of the form of the hazard function is
rather arbitrary, [33] proposes the Cox model with the unspecified hazard function. In this case, it is not need
to select an underlying distribution of the hazard function, while the purpose of the model remains valid.
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A duration model seems to fit well with the objectives of our work due to several reasons. First, the
probability to churn is one of the results of the duration model. Also, the interpretation of the parameter
estimates of the duration model is comprehensible and straightforward [32]. Last, the duration model
specifically predicts when a customer is likely to churn.
A duration model only allows for a transition from one state to another state. To predict the reason
for which a customer churns, we aim for a predictive model that considers more than one exit state. This
functionality can be found in a competing risks model, which can be regarded as an extension of the duration
model. A competing risks model takes multiple exit states (or risks) into account, where different risks race
to decide which risk will trigger the eventual churning act [7]. [34] claims that most studies on competing
risks model development are concentrated in natural sciences. A recent overview of competing risks models
in biostatistics is given by [35] and in medical research by [36]. Competing risks models are also suitable in
many economic applications. To analyze unemployment, [37] and [38] propose several competing risks models.
[39] and [40] apply a competing risks model to predict the inter-purchase time for a household, which turns
out to describe the inter-purchase time adequately. [41] proposes a competing risks model to explore the
duration of participation in the market for high tech firms.
In addition, there is some research which proves that adding unstructured textual data for the issue of
churn prediction may be useful [42]. As [7] mentions, incorporating explanatory variables such as calls with
the customer service center, online activities, or any touchpoints the TSP has had with the customer, will
have considerable practical value. Among others, [31] incorporates touchpoints into a duration model, and
shows that links can be found between the propensity to churn and variables capturing customer service
experience. Furthermore, [5] and [43] prove that variables capturing the content of a conversation with
the customer service center boost the predictive performance of their proposed models. Additionally, [44]
investigates incorporating textual data into the customer churn forecast models and show that it significantly
improves the performance of the prediction models.
To capture the content of the conversations with the customer service center in a variable, we suggest
detecting the underlying topics of each conversation. For this purpose, we propose a topic model, which is a
probabilistic model for uncovering the underlying semantic structure of a document collection, such that each
document can be assigned to latent topics [45]. Topic models can extract surprisingly interpretable and useful
structures without any explicit understanding of the language by the computer [46]. The most used model
types for topic modelling are (probabilistic) Latent Semantic Analysis [47] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [48]. The latter one, which is also the most recent one, will be used for the purposes of our research.
The goal of LDA is to find topics for each document in a document-collection automatically. We have
chosen LDA as it is one of the best topic modeling techniques showing superior results to Latent Semantic
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Analysis (LSA) and probabilistic LSA (pLSA) according to [48]. Incorporating the LDA generated topics of
each conversation into a predictive model has been extensively studied. [49] applies LDA on Twitter data for
predicting future hit-and-run crimes, which outperforms a baseline model that predicts hit-and-run crimes
uniformly across all days. The completion time of crowdsourced tasks has been studied by [50], who use LDA
for detecting which groups of tasks are picked up faster than other groups of tasks. In political research, [51]
and [52] use LDA to examine the relationship between legislative text and legislative sentiment. [53] employs
LDA to examine the relation between written and spoken words, and political conflicts. In social sciences,
both [54] and [55] apply LDA to examine whether a member in an online support group was emotionally
supported. They demonstrate that emotionally supported members are less likely to drop out of the online
group. LDA is employed in economic applications as well. Among others, [56] applies LDA to news content,
improving their predictions of stock market behavior.
The novelty of our research can be explained as follows. As previously mentioned, [5] incorporates the
content of e-mails of customers sent to the customer service center into a churn prediction model. However,
to our knowledge, we are among the first to incorporate the content of conversations between customers
and the customer service center into both a duration model and a competing risks model. Moreover, we
pioneer the incorporation of textual variables in general into a duration model and a competing risks model,
by applying LDA. In our case, the textual variables represent the customer service data which we hypothesise
to be of significant value when predicting churn. Additionally, incorporating touchpoints in a competing risks
model is a novelty by itself when predicting the reason for which a customer churns.

3. Empirical data
In this study, we have information on 589,985 current customers and 201,815 churners of a Dutch TSP
that has been gathered from January 2014 until March 2016. We have two sources of information: offline
data, and online data. Although most of the data is offline information (e.g., demographical data, financial
data, records of the customer service calls, etc.), some customers also reveal parts of their online behavior
(e.g., visits to webpages of the TSP). Offline data is available for all customers, while the online data is only
available for customers that logged in to their personal environment at the website of the TSP after April
2015. Notice that the timespan of the online dataset is only a subset of the timespan of the offline dataset.
In addition, it should be mentioned that the data obtained is deemed reliable. In fact, there is no missing
or outlier values. All the individuals which had certain data points missing or falsified (the age is higher than
physically possible) were omitted from the dataset. Next to that, we believe that the validity of the data is
also on a high level which means that both demographic and behavioural characteristics of users represent
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the reality (whenever a user triggers a certain event, such as filing a complaint or visiting the website, it
becomes a fact that is immediately known to the TSP).
3.1. Offline Data
The offline dataset consists of the variables shown in Table 1. This table also shows the descriptions
of the variables and their types (e.g., textual variable, categorical variable, etc.). For each category of the
categorical variables, we create a dummy variable that takes on the value 1, if a certain category applies
to the customer, and the value 0, otherwise. For each categorical variable, we discard one of the dummy
variables, to avoid multicollinearity into the proposed models. Multicollinearity occurs when two or more
dummy variables are highly correlated, that is when one variable can be predicted from the others.
As can be seen in Table 1, the offline dataset can be divided into six main categories of variables. For
the first category, we consider the customer characteristics, which consist of variables such as the unique
identifier, zip code, and city. The second category contains the product characteristics, which consist of
the products and services purchased by the customer, the price of the contract, and the channel where
the products and services are purchased. Billing information is added into the third category, containing
information about the non-payments of the customer. Fourth, we consider customer service information,
which consists of the contacts the customers have had with the customer service center. The customer service
information mainly contains textual data. In fact, [57] finds that including textual data in the model for
customer churn prediction does significantly improve its performance. The failure information is the fifth
category, which contains the date and the location of the failures. Finally, we consider churn characteristics,
consisting of variables such as the date of churn, and the reason for which a customer churns. The variables
of the customer characteristics and the product characteristics are all constant over time, while the variables
of the billing information, the customer service information, and the failure information differ over time.

Table 1 Offline data
Variable

Type1

Description

Customer characteristics
Customer ID

The identity of the customer.

T

Zip code

The zip code of the customer.

T

Fiber

An indicator value for whether the customer has a fiber connec-

C

tion, or not.
City
Mosaic group

2

An indicator value for whether the customer lives in a city, or not.

C

The mosaic group to which the customer belongs.

C

The informal name of the products and services the customer

C

Product characteristics
Play name2

owns.
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Table 1 – continued from previous page
Type1

Variable

Description

Channel2

The channel where the first product or service is purchased.

C

Price

The price of all products and services the customer owns.

C

Value Added Services2

The extra services the customer has on top of the regular contract.

C

An indicator value for whether the customer has seen a warning

C

Billing information
Warning page (WP)

page online, which will be shown when the customer’s payments
are delayed.
Warning page, soft disconnect

An indicator value for whether the customer has experienced a

(WPSD)

soft disconnect when he/she did not respond to the warning page:

C

the products and services are temporarily unavailable.
Customer service data
Customer ID

The identity of the customer.

T

Contact date

The date the TSP either called the customer, or the TSP was

D

called by the customer.
Subject

The subject of the contact with the customer.

T

Comments

A small summary of the contact with the customer.

T

Response

The response of the customer service employee to the customer.

T

Failure date

The date of the failure.

D

Zip code

The zip code where the failure occurred.

T

The start date of the contract.

D

Date termination received

The date the customer terminated its contract.

D

Reason termination

The reason for which the customer terminated its contract.

C

Failure information

Churn characteristics
Date contract started

1

We distinguish the data types: Textual (T), Categorical (C), and Date (D). 2 The list of existing categories

can be found in Appendix A.

3.1.1. Customer Service Data
The customer service data contains information about the 5,542,401 calls between customers and the
customer service center of the TSP, from October 2014 until March 2016. Note that the timespan of the
customer service data is only a subset of the timespan of the data about customers and churners. For each
reached customer, the customer service employee records the subject of the call with a short summary. Table
2 shows some examples of summaries of calls between the TSP’s customers and its customer service center.
Table 2: Examples of summaries of calls
Customer ID
1
2
3
4

Summary
Customer says he is not going to pay the bill of December.
Interactive Television is still not connected, mechanic is sent.
Explained how the laptop should be connected to the Wi-Fi.
Question: we do not use Interactive Television anymore. Can we terminate that
part of our contract?
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Primarily, we examine the effect of the number of contacts per month the customer has had with
the customer service center on the propensity to churn. We incorporate this variable into the proposed
models. However, we also expect that including the content of the calls in our proposed models increases the
performance of the models, both for predicting the propensity to churn and for predicting the reason and
the propensity to churn jointly. For example, when regarding the topic of the conversation of customer 1
from Table 2, this customer is likely to churn due to the Uncontrollable risk, since this conversation is about
non-payment. If we would only incorporate the number of calls between the customer and the customer
service center in the proposed models, this behavior cannot be captured. Moreover, we see that the customer
service center was able to help customer 3, who is less likely to churn after this conversation since they feel
satisfied with the help of the customer service center employee. Again, if we only incorporated the number
of calls between the customer and the customer service center, this nuance could not have been captured.
In order to include the subject and the summary of a call, we should convert the textual variables to the
categorical ones. For this purpose, we implement an LDA model, which will be discussed in Section 4.3.
Note that we never incorporate variables about the number of calls and about the topic of the calls in the
proposed models at the same time, since these types of variables are multicollinear.
3.1.2. Churn Characteristics
The churn behavior of all customers is available in the churn characteristics. As shown in Table 1, we
exactly know when and why a customer terminated its contract. Although the exact date of churn is given
for each customer that has churned, we only use the month in which the customer churns. The main reason
is that only 0.04% of all customers churn each day. Training a model on such an unbalanced dataset will give
unreliable results. By aggregating the period in which a customer could churn to months, approximately
1.3% of all customers churn each month, which has the potential to generate more reliable results.
The dependent variable for our proposed models consists of two parts: the duration variable, and the
status variable. The duration variable represents the difference in months between the start date and the
termination date of the contract. The relation between the duration of the contract and the calendar dates of
the contract can be seen in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows the calendar months in years of being in contract
for six random customers, while Figure 1(b) shows the duration of each contract, where customers with an
asterisk did not churn yet.
The status variable depends on the purpose of the model, which could either be to predict churn or to
predict both churn and the reason for which a customer churns. For the former purpose, that is, for the
duration model, the value of the status variable is equal to zero for current customers and equal to one for
customers who already terminated their contract. Similarly, for the latter purpose, that is, for the competing
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risks model, the value of the status variable is zero until the customer churns. Then, the value of the status
variable depends on the reason for which the customer churns, where each reason is expressed as a different
integer.
In the churn characteristics, we identify 59 distinct reasons why the product or service is terminated. These
reasons are all recorded by the customer service center’s employees. Since the performance of a competing
risks model declines when the number of competing risks increases, we combine these reasons into three
classes. Some of the reasons are self-reported (e.g., low Internet speed, disappointing service, etc.), while
others are determined more objectively (e.g., migration, non-payment, etc.). Most risks can be distributed
among the classes Value, Personal, and Non-Pay, which were explained in Section 2. Since the customers
potentially ought to the Value class can be controlled in some way, we rename this class to the Controllable
class. Furthermore, since the TSP is unable to control customers potentially ought to the Personal class
or the Non-Pay class, we aggregate these classes into the Uncontrollable class. Some risks are reported as
unknown, which makes it unable to classify these risks into one of the aforementioned classes. We assume
that customers in the Unknown class are careless customers since they did not provide a reason for which
they terminated their contract with the TSP. Hence, we form a third Unknown class containing customers
who did not provide a reason for which they churned. Table 3 shows the different competing risks with their
descriptions.

(a) Calendar months in contract

(b) Duration of the contract
Figure 1: Duration variable

Table 3: Description of competing risks
Risk

Description

Controllable

All risks which are in control of the TSP, such as churn due to high prices, bad
services, or a better offer of a competitor.
All risks which are out of control of the TSP, such as migration or death.
The risk that contains all customers who did not provide a reason for which they
churned.

Uncontrollable
Unknown
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3.2. Online Data
The online dataset consists of the variables as shown in Table 4, either gathered from the website of the
TSP or the TSP’s family companies. These family companies (fTSP) offer similar products and services as
the TSP, but could differ on their service levels, their offered products and services, and the price of their
contracts. Note that the online data is not constant over time.
Table 4: Online data
Type1

Variable

Description

Cookie ID
Time

The online identity of a customer.
The date and time the user with the cookie ID visited a website of either
the TSP or an fTSP.
The url of the visited webpage.

Other data

1

T
D
T

We distinguish the data types: Textual (T), and Date (D).

We have rather detailed information about the online activities of some customers. Online activities are
clicks on the website of the TSP or the fTSP. Deduced from these online activities, we add variables to the
variable set which count the number of activities on the website of the TSP or the fTSP for each month,
starting in May 2015. We expect that online customer behavior will provide information about churn and the
reason for which a customer churns since customers potentially visit the website of the TSP when they have
churn-related questions. Moreover, we expect that customers visiting the website of a sister company are
searching for another offer, which implies churn at the TSP.

4. Methodology
As discussed in Section 2, we model the propensity to churn using a duration model. For jointly modeling
the propensity to churn and the reason for which a customer churns, we adopt a competing risks model.
As mentioned in Section 2, a competing risks model can be regarded as an extension of a duration model.
Moreover, we employ LDA on the content of the conversations between the TSP’s customers and its customer
service center, to capture the topics of this textual data into a variable.
4.1. Duration Model
A duration model is used to model the length of time spent in a given state before transitioning to another
state, as described by [32]. Denote by T a continuous random variable, also referred to as the duration
variable, where T represents the time in months a customer is in a contract. Then, we define the hazard
function λ(t) as the instantaneous probability to churn at time t, given that the contract is not terminated
yet on time t. This hazard function is equal to:

λ(t) = lim

δ→0

P (t ≤ T < t + δ | T ≥ t)
δ
11

(1)

Since we also aim to estimate the effects of the explanatory variables on the instantaneous probability to
churn, we parameterize the hazard function as follows:

λ (t | X(t − 1)) = λ0 (t) exp (X(t − 1)β)

(2)

where λ0 (t) is the baseline hazard function on time t, which is identical for all individuals but differs over
time t. Furthermore, X(t − 1) is the N × k matrix with explanatory variables on time t − 1, with N equal
to the number of customers the TSP has ever had, k the number of explanatory variables, and β the k × 1
vector with model parameters. The baseline hazard function λ0 (t) describes the instantaneous probability to
churn for individuals with X(t − 1) = 0 ∀ t. Both the baseline hazard function λ0 (t) and the parameters β
are unknown, and should respectively be selected beforehand or estimated.
We estimate the parameters β by applying the extended Cox model, as described in [32]. Then, we are
also able to predict the instantaneous probability to churn λ̂ (t | X(t − 1)) for each customer at time t.
4.2. Competing Risks Model
We generalize the concepts of the duration model from a model with one exit state to a model with three
exit states, to jointly predict churn and the reason for which a customer churns. The exit states are the
reasons for which a customer could churn, given by three risks: the Controllable risk, the Uncontrollable
risk, and the Unknown risk. By applying a competing risks model on the data, we simultaneously model
transitions to each of the three exit states.
We describe the set of risk types as r = {1, 2, 3}, where each exit state is one of the risks. The three risk
types in the risk set r are respectively the Controllable risk, the Uncontrollable risk, and the Unknown risk.
In total, we know four states: {0, 1, 2, 3}, where state 0 is the initial state, that is, the state of being a paying
customer. Note that we assume independent risks since we assume that a customer cannot be at high risk for
two risks simultaneously.
Denote with Tj a continuous random variable for risk j ∈ r. Tj represents the time in months a customer
is in contract until churn, due to risk j. Then, the unparameterized hazard function is given by

λj (t) = lim

∆t→0

P (t ≤ Tj ≤ t + ∆t | Tj ≥ t)
∆t

(3)

where λj is the unparameterized hazard function of risk j, for j = 1, 2, 3. To estimate the effects of the
explanatory variables on the length of the customer’s contract, and on the reason for which a customer churns,
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we parameterize the hazard function as

λj (t | Xj (t − 1)) = λ0j (t) exp (Xj (t − 1)βj )

(4)

where Xj (t − 1) is the N × k matrix with explanatory variables for risk j on time t − 1. Note that the set of
explanatory variables could differ per risk. Moreover, the baseline hazard function λ0j and the k × 1 vector
with model parameters βj are also specific for risk type j. As before, Xj (t − 1) represents the explanatory
variables for risk j measured on time t − 1, to be able to predict the instantaneous probability to churn on
time t.
We estimate the parameters βj by applying the extended Cox model again, as described in [32]. Then,
we are also able to predict the instantaneous probability to churn due to risk j, λ̂j (t | X(t − 1)), for each
customer at time t.
4.3. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
As mentioned before, the TSP’s customer service center employees record all conversations they have had
with their customers. By applying LDA on the recorded conversations, we can determine the topic of each
conversation. LDA models each call between the customer and the customer service center as a mixture over
topics. We assume there exist K topics, where each topic is a Dirichlet distribution over a vocabulary with
V terms, with parameter ηk = {ηkv } for k = 1, ..., K and v = 1, ..., V with prior β = 0.1. For conversation
m, we draw a mixing proportion θm = {θmk } over k = 1, ..., K topics from a Dirichlet distribution with
prior α = 0.1. For the nth word in conversation m, a topic zmn is drawn from a Multinomial distribution
with parameter θm , where topic k is chosen with probability θmk . Then, word wmn is drawn from the term
distribution ηkv given k = zmn . Thus, term v for topic k is chosen with probability ηkv . Then, the joint
distribution over all parameters is given by:

p(w, z, θ, η | α, β) = p(η | β) p(θ | α) p(z | θ) p(w | z, η)

(5)

where w is the matrix with assigned words, z is the matrix with assigned topics, θ = {θmk } for m = 1, ..., M
and k = 1, ..., K, and η = {ηkv } for k = 1, ..., K and v = 1, ..., V . By estimating the posterior distribution
p(z, θ, η | w, α, β) we can determine the topic of each call. This posterior distribution is estimated by applying
the collapsed Gibbs sampler, as explained in [58].
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5. Results
We apply the duration model and the competing risks model described in Section 4 on the dataset
described in Section 3. We use the statistical language R for this purpose. We used the survival package
to model and predict the churn models. The topicmodels package is used to generate the LDA model. As
discussed, we have data that has been gathered from January 2014 until March 2016. For the churn models,
we split this dataset into two subsets, to obtain a training set and a test set. The training set consists of 26
months, starting from January 2014 until February 2016. The test set consists of one month, which is March
2016. We compare and evaluate churn predictions of the duration model and the competing risks model. For
the LDA model, we have a training set consisting of the conversations between the TSP’s customers and the
customer service center, from January 2014 until February 2016. The topics for the test set are determined
using a model built on the training set. We compare and evaluate the duration model and the competing
risks models both without and with the LDA generated topics as variables.
Before we discuss the performances of the proposed churn models, we will evaluate the results of the LDA
model. These results will help to determine the topics of the calls between a customer and the customer
service center of the TSP. Then, the topics can be incorporated into the proposed models as variables. Second,
we discuss the in-sample performance measures of our churn models. Thereafter, we show the out-of-sample
performance results of the churn models. Last, we give and interpret the parameter estimates of the churn
model.
5.1. LDA Model
At first, we should learn the optimal number of topics for our LDA model from the training data generated
for LDA. In order to select the optimal number of topics K in our LDA model, we should compare multiple
LDA models differing on K using a certain performance measure. Though, since LDA models are unsupervised,
not many evaluation methods are applicable. [48] propose to evaluate an LDA model on the perplexity of
a held-out test set. The perplexity is a measurement of how well a probability model predicts a sample.
A convenient property of the perplexity is that it decreases when the likelihood of the model increases.
Therefore, a lower perplexity indicates higher performance of the LDA model.
The perplexity of a held-out test set of an LDA model with K topics could be calculated once for the
whole dataset. However, to validate the perplexity results and to generalize the results to an independent
dataset, we execute the k-fold cross-validation technique. This technique randomly splits the original training
set into k equal-sized subsets. Then, k − 1 subsets are combined to form the training set, while the kth subset
forms the test set. This process is repeated k times, where each subset is part of the training set k − 1 times,
and part of the test set once. Then, the perplexity is reported for the test set.
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Figure 2: Perplexity of LDA models

Since our dataset of calls between customers and the customer service center consists of more than
5,000,000 observations, we choose k = 3 folds for executing the cross-validation technique. Figure 2 shows the
results in terms of the perplexity of the 3-fold cross-validation technique, which is applied to LDA models
differing on their number of topics K. As mentioned before, we select the optimal number of topics K by
choosing a model with a small perplexity, compared to the other LDA models. In Figure 2 it can be seen
that the perplexity of each fold does not decrease considerably after six topics. Therefore, we select K = 6
topics to be the optimal number of topics for this particular dataset.
It has to be noted that because of the size of our dataset, using the 3-fold cross-validation already
requires a substantial time investment. Therefore, using 5-fold or 10-fold cross-validation would be even more
time-consuming. This, in turn, would make it harder to apply in practice.
After selecting the optimal number of topics, we generate the final LDA model with the optimal number
of topics K, applied on the training set generated for LDA. From the results of this model, we extract the
topic of each conversation between a customer and the customer service center. One of the results can be
seen in Table 5, which shows the six topics with the ten most likely terms for each topic. For each term, the
probability that a term belongs to that topic is shown as well.
Table 5: LDA terms per topic with corresponding probabilities
Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

Topic 6

abuse
(0.096)
technique
(0.072)
outbound
(0.062)
modify
(0.056)
save desk
(0.054)

question
(0.135)
information
(0.129)
save desk
(0.090)
sale
(0.076)
customer
(0.071)

use
(0.122)
usage
(0.068)
inbound
(0.065)
login
(0.062)
Internet
(0.057)

administr.
(0.059)
outbound
(0.049)
call
(0.046)
CC unit
(0.030)
address
(0.030)

status
(0.140)
order
(0.107)
Internet
(0.067)
deliver
(0.050)
inbound
(0.042)

pay
(0.094)
explain
(0.081)
bill
(0.080)
non paid
(0.077)
check
(0.074)
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It can be seen in Table 5 that topic 1 is probably about abuse of the products and services of the TSP,
and about technical problems. Note that the probability that the first term belongs to topic 1 is more than
9%. Topic 2 represents questions of existing customers, as the term question and the term information are
likely to belong to topic 2. These terms have a substantially higher probability to belong to topic 2, than all
other terms in topic 2 have. Topic 3 characterizes calls about the usage of the products and services. Table 5
also shows that topic 4 is related to administrative questions. Though, the probabilities that the terms of
topic 4 actually belong to topic 4 are rather small in comparison with the probabilities of terms assigned to
other topics. Topic 5 is about the status of customer’s orders since the terms status and order have a high
probability to belong to this topic. Finally, topic 6 is about explaining payments and bills.
After generating the final LDA model, we determine the posterior probability of belonging to a specific
topic, for each call between a customer and the customer service center. We assume a call belongs to a
certain topic when the posterior probability is higher than

1
K,

where K = 6 is the number of topics. We

assign 1 to the topic variable of the call if the posterior probability of belonging to that topic is higher than
1
6.

Moreover, we assign 0 to the topic variable of the call if the posterior probability of belonging to that

topic is lower than 16 . Note that we could assign more than one topic to each call between a customer and
the customer service center of the TSP. In the end, we incorporate the topics of the calls as binary variables
in the proposed models, for each customer and each time period.
5.2. Comparison of Churn Models
To compare the in-sample performances of the different churn models, we consider the log-likelihood (LL)
value of the model, the Akaike information criterion (AIC), and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
These in-sample performance measures indicate the goodness-of-fit of the models on the training data. The
performance measures are given by:

LL = ln(L)

(6)

AIC = 2k − 2 ln(L)

(7)

BIC = ln(N )k − 2 ln(L)

(8)

where L is the maximum value of the likelihood function from the churn model, k is the number of explanatory
variables in the churn model, and N is the number of observations. While a higher LL value indicates higher
performance of the model, a lower AIC or BIC indicates higher performance of the model. We select the
model with the highest LL value, and with the lowest AIC and BIC.
Table 6 shows the in-sample performance of the proposed duration models in terms of the LL, AIC and
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Table 6: In-sample performance of duration models
Without topic variables

Churn risk

With topic variables

LL

AIC

BIC

LL

AIC

BIC

-2,520,456

5,041,054

5,041,782

-2,469,176

4,938,493

4,939,221

BIC values based on the full training dataset. Note that we refer to the churn risk when we discuss the
duration model. The left-hand side performance measures in Table 6 correspond to the duration model
without topic variables, while the right-hand side performance measures correspond to the duration model
with topic variables. The highest LL value and the lowest AIC and BIC are shown in bold font. All values in
Table 6 show that the duration model with incorporated topic variables performs better than the duration
model without incorporated topic variables. Therefore, we conclude that incorporating topic variables into
this duration model improves the in-sample performance.
Table 7: In-sample performance of competing risks models
Without topic variables
Risk
Contr.
Uncontr.
Unknown

With topic variables

LL

AIC

BIC

LL

AIC

BIC

-2,822,791
-1,106,932
-4,234,255

5,645,724
2,214,007
8,468,651

5,646,459
2,214,680
8,469,415

-2,790,314
-1,108,820
-4,200,905

5,580,771
2,217,781
8,401,952

5,581,506
2,218,454
8,402,716

The in-sample performance of the competing risks models based on the full training dataset can be found
in Table 7. If we compare the left-hand side models with the right-hand side models, we observe that the
models with topic variables for both the Controllable risk and the Unknown risk perform better than a model
without topic variables. For the Uncontrollable risk, the model without topic variables is the best performing
model. Probably, customers who churn due to the Controllable risk or due to the Unknown risk tend to call
the customer service center with a specific problem, while customers who churn due to the Uncontrollable
risk do not call the customer service center with a specific problem. Since customers who churn due to the
Uncontrollable risk churn due to for example death, the topics of the calls with the customer service center
do not improve the Uncontrollable risk model. For customers who churn due to the Uncontrollable risk, the
number of calls between the customer and the customer service center is more relevant than the topics of the
calls.
In the remainder of this paper, we will always use the best performing models. For example, when we
speak of the Controllable risk model, we refer to the Controllable risk model with topic variables.
5.3. Predictive Performances
We solely evaluate the out-of-sample predictive performance of our best performing models. We compare
the predictive performances of our proposed models with the predictive performances of a benchmark model
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(BM). This benchmark model randomly selects N̄ customers as churners for March 2016, where N̄ is the
average number of churners per month between January 2014 and February 2016. For each competing risk
the benchmark model randomly selects N̄C , N̄U C or N̄U K customers as churners for March 2016, respectively
the average number of churners per month due to the Controllable risk, due to the Uncontrollable risk or
due to the Unknown risk between January 2014 and February 2016. This benchmark model is the currently
employed predictive model at the TSP.
To determine the predictive performance for each model, we first consider the precision at r. To calculate
the precision at r, we order the predicted instantaneous probabilities to churn of all customers from high
probability to churn, to low probability to churn. This results in the ordered churn list. Then, the precision
at r can be written as:

P @r =

TP
r

(9)

where T P are the true positives, which is the number of correctly predicted churners in the first r observations
from the ordered churn list, and r is the number of considered observations. We choose r ∈ {100, 500, 1000, N̄ },
since the TSP maximally acts on the first N̄ churners from the ordered churn list.
Table 8: Out-of-sample performance of duration model and competing risks model

Churn risk
Controllable risk
Uncontrollable risk
Unknown risk

BM

P@100

P@500

P@1000

P@N̄

N̄

0.014
0.004
0.002
0.011

0.200
0.050
0.050
0.050

0.146
0.046
0.042
0.054

0.120
0.038
0.040
0.051

0.073
0.034
0.033
0.045

7745
2783
1245
3717

Table 8 shows the precision at r for the benchmark model, just as the precision at r for each proposed
model, and the average number of churners for each risk. All models outperform the benchmark model in
terms of the P @r value, which implies that the TSP should use the predictions of our proposed models for
targeting customers who are likely to churn, instead of continuing their own targeting approach. For the
Churn risk, we see that 20% of the first 100 customers on the ordered churn list are correctly predicted.
Table 8 also shows that the P @r value for the Churn risk decreases when r increases. The P @r values of
the competing risks are rather small. For example, for customers who churn due to the Controllable risk,
we correctly predict just 3.4% of the 2783 high-ranked potential churners from the ordered churn list. This
implies that all other customers are incorrectly predicted as churners, while they were actually no churners.
A potential reason is that only 0.4% of the customers of the TSP churn due to the Controllable risk each
month. Correctly predicting such a small number of churners has always been a difficulty in predictive churn
models. For the Uncontrollable risk and the Unknown risk, we observe similar patterns. The P @r values of
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both risks are higher than the P @r value for the benchmark model, but they are still rather small. Again, a
potential reason is that only a small percentage of customers of the TSP churn due to the Uncontrollable,
and the Unknown risk each month, which is a difficulty in predictive churn models.
We also determine the predictive performance for each model considering the top-decile lift. The top-decile
lift indicates how much better our top-10% prediction of churners is, compared to a 10% random prediction of
churners. For the top-decile lift, we select the top-10% observations with the highest instantaneous probability
to churn from the ordered churn list. Then, we determine the number of actual churners in this top-10%
and divide this amount by the number of observations in top-10%. Finally, we divide this churn percentage
by the actual churn percentage of the whole dataset. By repeating the above-described procedure over all
deciles, we obtain the decile lift, which indicates how much better the proposed models perform compared to
the benchmark model.
Table 9: Top-decile lift for the proposed models
Top-decile lift
Churn risk
Controllable risk
Uncontrollable risk
Unknown risk

2.705
2.102
3.764
1.754

We compare the top-decile lifts in Table 9 with the top-decile lift of the benchmark model, which is by
definition equal to 1. It can be seen that all top-decile lifts are higher than the top-decile lift of the benchmark
model. We see that the top-10% of customers from the ordered churn list possess 2.7 times more churners
than a random selection of churners possesses. Moreover, for the competing risks model, the top-10% of
customers from the ordered churn list have at least 1.7 times more churners than a random selection of
churners has. Note that the Uncontrollable risk top-decile lift is larger than both other competing risks
top-decile lifts. This indicates that we are best able to predict the Uncontrollable risk from the competing
risks model framework, as we have noticed previously.
In Figure 3 we plotted the decile lifts of the benchmark model and the churn models. The decile lift of
the benchmark model is given by the dotted line. Since each randomly selected 10% of customers contains
10% of the actual churners, this line is a 45◦ line. Because the decile lift plots of the proposed models lie all
above the decile lift plot of the benchmark model, we can conclude again that our proposed models perform
better than the benchmark model. We see in Figure 3 that the top-decile lift of customers most likely to
churn contains 25% of the actual churners. This implies that the call center could contact only 10% of
customers, while reaching 25% of the actual churners. We also observe that the top-decile lift of customers
most likely to churn due to the Uncontrollable risk, even contains 40% of the actual churners who churned
due to the Uncontrollable risk. Lastly, Figure 3 demonstrates that the area between the decile lift plot of the
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Figure 3: Decile lift plot for the churn models

Uncontrollable risk and the decile lift plot of the benchmark model is the largest of all surfaces between the
churn models and the benchmark model. This again implies that the Uncontrollable risk can be modeled
best over all risks.
5.4. Parameter Estimates
For the parameter estimates of the duration model, it holds that whenever a parameter is positive
(negative), the hazard rate and thus the instantaneous probability to churn increases (decreases) when the
value of the corresponding explanatory variable increases. This also implies that the duration time of a
customer decreases (increases) when the value of the explanatory variable increases. On all occasions, we
compare an increase of the instantaneous probability to churn on time t with the baseline instantaneous
probability to churn on time t. Since we only incorporated categorical variables where each category of a
certain categorical variable has assigned a 0 or a 1, this baseline instantaneous probability to churn corresponds
to the instantaneous probability to churn of a customer whose explanatory variables equal 0 for all time
periods.
The interpretation of the individual effects of a specific risk on the instantaneous probability to churn
in the competing risks model is similar to the interpretation of the parameter estimates of the duration
model. [59] discusses that if the effect of a certain explanatory variable on one risk is larger than for the
other risks, the effect of this explanatory variable on the instantaneous probability to churn due to this risk is
positive. This also indicates that the smallest parameter estimate of a certain explanatory variable over all
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risks from the competing risks model shows a negative effect of this explanatory variable on the instantaneous
probability to churn, due to the corresponding risk.
The parameter estimates for the duration model and the competing risks model are shown in Table 10. In
this Table the parameter estimates and the associated standard error are specified, where the latter is given
between parentheses. If the standard error is more than twice as small as the absolute value of the parameter
estimate, the parameter estimate differs significantly from zero. For the competing risks parameter estimates,
the parameters in bold are the highest parameter estimates per variable, over the three competing risks. Note
that for each categorical variable, one of the categories is not incorporated into the proposed models to avoid
multicollinearity. Additionally, in the Table A.13 of the Appendix, we provide a table with the (Pearson)
correlations among (a subset of) our variables. The variables with the mean of absolute correlations of less
than 0.05 (which implies almost no correlation) were omitted due to the space capacity. It can be clearly
seen that, for the majority of the variables, there is no high enough correlation with the other ones.

Table 10 Parameter estimates
Risk
Churn

Controllable

Uncontrollable

Unknown

City

-0.049 (0.005)

-0.027 (0.011)

0.105 (0.016)

-0.041 (0.009)

Fiber

-0.792 (0.013)

-0.051 (0.025)

1.072 (0.041)

-0.868 (0.026)

A. Customer characteristics

Mosaic group
Aged simplicity

-0.052 (0.011)

0.039 (0.027)

0.268 (0.035)

-0.176 (0.023)

Childs and career

-0.037 (0.011)

0.228 (0.023)

-0.738 (0.060)

-0.188 (0.022)

Deserved joy

-0.249 (0.012)

0.042 (0.026)

-0.501 (0.062)

-0.404 (0.026)

Elitist upper class

-0.236 (0.017)

-0.003 (0.036)

-0.419 (0.091)

-0.250 (0.032)

Freedom and space

-0.141 (0.011)

0.052 (0.025)

-0.672 (0.055)

-0.260 (0.023)

Golden border

-0.273 (0.014)

-0.035 (0.029)

-0.942 (0.091)

-0.370 (0.029)

Good city life

0.000 (0.010)

-0.113 (0.027)

-0.110 (0.038)

0.101 (0.018)

Mature middle class

-0.008 (0.011)

0.120 (0.024)

-0.116 (0.039)

-0.070 (0.032)

Modal households

-0.018 (0.011)

0.297 (0.023)

-0.510 (0.047)

-0.111 (0.021)

Rural life

-0.360 (0.015)

-0.297 (0.034)

-0.454 (0.068)

-0.362 (0.029)

0.092 (0.010)

0.273 (0.023)

-0.023 (0.029)

-0.004 (0.019)

Urban balancers

0.027 (0.011)

-0.507 (0.038)

0.226 (0.029)

-0.041 (0.021)

Young digitals

0.094 (0.009)

0.031 (0.023)

0.176 (0.026)

0.106 (0.016)

aTV

-0.269 (0.043)

-0.184 (0.074)

-0.678 (0.162)

-0.819 (0.126)

Internet

-0.729 (0.014)

-1.215 (0.030)

-0.801 (0.063)

-0.429 (0.028)

Internet, phone

-0.403 (0.010)

-0.445 (0.022)

-0.621 (0.046)

-0.457 (0.023)

0.016 (0.008)

-0.301 (0.020)

-0.117 (0.024)

0.323 (0.015)

0.347 (0.027)

0.360 (0.042)

0.136 (0.087)

0.017 (0.072)

-0.504 (0.053)

-0.448 (0.088)

-0.196 (0.144)

-1.395 (0.169)

Starting together

B. Product characteristics
Product type

Internet, iTV
Internet, aTV, iTV
Phone, aTV
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Table 10 – continued from previous page

Risk

Internet, phone, aTV

Churn

Controllable

Uncontrollable

Unknown

-0.427 (0.023)

-0.519 (0.037)

-0.453 (0.088)

-0.886 (0.070)

Purchase channel
0.121 (0.019)

-0.274 (0.037)

0.072 (0.067)

-0.052 (0.047)

Online

-0.078 (0.009)

-0.065 (0.023)

0.377 (0.021)

-0.091 (0.016)

Phone

-0.053 (0.010)

-0.103 (0.025)

0.220 (0.026)

-0.042 (0.019)

Resell

-0.164 (0.012)

-0.122 (0.029)

0.236 (0.034)

-0.163 (0.022)

Unknown

-0.011 (0.008)

0.344 (0.021)

0.635 (0.034)

-0.040 (0.016)

Door-to-door

Price
< e20

0.721 (0.015)

0.598 (0.034)

0.772 (0.071)

0.677 (0.029)

e20 - e30

0.491 (0.011)

0.397 (0.023)

0.404 (0.057)

0.534 (0.024)

e40 - e50

0.162 (0.011)

0.376 (0.022)

0.168 (0.032)

0.154 (0.023)

e50 - e60

0.229 (0.011)

0.283 (0.025)

0.049 (0.028)

0.121 (0.023)

> e60

0.666 (0.025)

0.501 (0.047)

0.577 (0.070)

0.435 (0.054)

Entertainment

1.126 (0.141)

0.981 (0.507)

0.669 (0.275)

0.939 (0.256)

Eredivisie

0.062 (0.021)

-0.173 (0.065)

-0.044 (0.052)

0.034 (0.043)

Erotica

0.308 (0.109)

0.285 (0.189)

0.986 (0.182)

-0.002 (0.268)

Film1

0.375 (0.023)

-0.268 (0.080)

0.230 (0.043)

-0.259 (0.056)

FOX

0.015 (0.026)

0.073 (0.045)

0.315 (0.067)

0.140 (0.056)

German

-0.634 (0.075)

-0.376 (0.148)

0.207 (0.137)

-0.380 (0.136)

HBO

-0.115 (0.015)

-0.380 (0.043)

0.153 (0.034)

-0.105 (0.031)

1.598 (0.044)

1.238 (0.057)

0.070 (0.183)

1.149 (0.086)

Hindi

-0.164 (0.055)

-0.195 (0.148)

-0.059 (0.106)

-0.386 (0.115)

Kids

0.163 (0.020)

-0.068 (0.061)

0.152 (0.041)

0.231 (0.042)

Nature

0.714 (0.173)

0.358 (0.460)

0.257 (0.321)

0.789 (0.270)

VAS

HD

-0.186 (0.012)

-0.403 (0.032)

-0.327 (0.041)

-0.126 (0.023)

Plus

0.049 (0.008)

-0.234 (0.020)

0.175 (0.022)

0.133 (0.016)

Premium

0.434 (0.041)

-0.096 (0.152)

0.391 (0.077)

0.278 (0.091)

PC security

Sport1

0.262 (0.026)

0.152 (0.072)

0.271 (0.054)

0.213 (0.054)

Turkish

-0.068 (0.051)

0.024 (0.144)

0.020 (0.103)

-0.264 (0.108)

0.613 (0.021)

0.282 (0.066)

0.521 (0.039)

0.381 (0.045)

Videoland
C. Billing information
WP

0.106 (0.013)

0.015 (0.032)

-0.368 (0.086)

0.280 (0.022)

WPSD

1.006 (0.014)

-0.058 (0.041)

3.754 (0.084)

0.125 (0.026)

1-2

-

-

1.255 (0.012)

-

3-5

-

-

1.272 (0.019)

-

6-15

-

-

1.297 (0.029)

-

16-30

-

-

1.199 (0.087)

-

> 31

-

-

1.163 (0.203)

-

1.305 (0.018)

1.245 (0.015)

-

0.391 (0.011)

D. Customer service information
Number of calls t-1

Topic t-1
Administration
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Risk
Churn

Controllable

Uncontrollable

Unknown

Usage

-0.289 (0.015)

0.181 (0.014)

-

0.082 (0.011)

Payment

-0.212 (0.018)

-0.005 (0.019)

-

-0.001 (0.013)

Product

0.922 (0.015)

0.675 (0.014)

-

1.788 (0.009)

Question

0.826 (0.016)

0.394 (0.014)

-

0.875 (0.010)

-0.005 (0.019)

0.052 (0.016)

-

0.139 (0.012)

1-2

0.298 (0.009)

1.024 (0.011)

0.888 (0.019)

1.181 (0.008)

3-5

0.225 (0.017)

0.998 (0.018)

0.815 (0.028)

1.207 (0.013)

6-15

0.139 (0.020)

0.616 (0.040)

0.838 (0.045)

1.150 (0.022)

> 15

0.206 (0.075)

0.231 (0.211)

-0.024 (0.112)

0.675 (0.047)

1-50

0.076 (0.034)

0.402 (0.036)

-0.341 (0.087)

0.094 (0.032)

> 51

-0.243 (0.058)

0.249 (0.056)

-0.845 (0.163)

-0.338 (0.062)

1-10

0.355 (0.038)

0.317 (0.037)

0.359 (0.084)

0.300 (0.035)

11-30

0.945 (0.057)

0.521 (0.059)

0.373 (0.114)

0.687 (0.057)

31-50

1.262 (0.089)

0.695 (0.092)

0.592 (0.188)

1.027 (0.085)

Status order
E. Failure information
Number of failures t-1

F. Online activities
Number of activities TSP t-1

Number of activities fTSP t-1

51-70

1.551 (0.122)

0.665 (0.135)

0.608 (0.238)

1.215 (0.115)

71-200

1.679 (0.104)

0.907 (0.128)

0.821 (0.262)

1.365 (0.112)

> 201

1.302 (0.311)

0.345 (0.457)

0.792 (0.598)

0.993 (0.335)

5.4.1. Duration Model
The parameter estimates of the duration model are given in the Churn risk column of Table 10. We
discarded the mosaic group social housing from the proposed models, to avoid multicollinearity. We see
that the parameter estimates of the mosaic groups starting together, urban balancers and young digitals are
all positive. These mosaic groups mainly consist of young customers of the TSP. The positive parameter
estimates indicate that young customers are more likely to churn than customers from all other mosaic groups.
Note that parameter estimates of the mosaic group variables all differ significantly from zero.
For the product type variables, we discarded the product Internet, phone, iTV to avoid multicollinearity.
We see that the smallest parameter estimate corresponds to the product Internet, which indicates that the
instantaneous probability to churn is the smallest for customers with the product Internet, compared to
the instantaneous probability to churn of customers with another product. Since the TSP assumes that
customers who own more products are less likely to churn, the parameter estimate of the variable Internet
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is unexpected. A potential reason is that customers who own the product Internet, cannot switch to other
providers, because other providers no longer offer the product Internet. Note that all parameter estimates of
the product type variables differ significantly from zero.
The variable shop is discarded within the purchase channel variables. We see that the door-to-door
purchase channel has the largest parameter estimate of all purchase channel parameters. This suggests that
customers who purchased their products via the door-to-door purchase channel have a higher instantaneous
probability to churn than customers who purchased their products via other purchase channels. This is in
line with our expectations since products purchased via the door-to-door channel are usually purchased due
to too much pressure of the salesman. Note that all parameter estimates of the purchase channel variables
differ significantly from zero.
Table 10 also shows that the parameter estimates of the price variables are all positive. This indicates
that each price different from a price between e30 and e40 (the baseline price, which is discarded from the
proposed models), induces a higher instantaneous probability to churn. Note that all parameter estimates of
the price variables differ significantly from zero.
For the VAS variables, especially the parameter estimate for the VAS HD is large, which implies that
customers who purchase this VAS are very likely to churn, compared to customers who do not purchase
the VAS HD. A likely reason is that new customers receive the VAS HD for free, while customers who are
purchasing this VAS for more than three years have to pay. This induces dissatisfaction concerning the TSP
among customers who still have to pay for the HD VAS.
The parameter estimates of the LDA generated topics as variables are also given in Table 10. These
variables are not constant and depend on time t − 1. It can be seen that if a customer calls the customer
service center on time t − 1 about a product, a question in general, or an administrative problem the parameter
estimate is positive. Customers who call the customer service center about these topics on time t − 1, are
more likely to churn than customers who do not call the customer service center about these topics on time
t − 1. The parameter estimates of calls about usage, the order status and payments are all negative, indicating
a decrease in the instantaneous probability to churn when a customer calls about these topics. All parameter
estimates of the topic variables differ significantly from zero.
For both the number of failures on time t − 1 and the number of activities on the website of the fTSP on
time t − 1, the parameter estimates are positive. This implies an increase in the instantaneous probability to
churn when customers eventually perceive a failure, or visited a webpage of the TSP its family companies,
compared to the baseline instantaneous probability to churn. This is in line with our expectations. Observe
that the number of failures and the number of activities is not constant, and differ over time. Moreover, note
that all parameter estimates of the failure information and the online activities differ significantly from zero.
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5.4.2. Competing Risks Model
For the competing risks model, the parameter estimates are given in the Controllable risk column, the
Uncontrollable risk column and the Unknown risk column of Table 10. At first sight, we see that the
differences in parameter estimates between the three risks can be large. Remember that all results only hold
when we assume the ceteris paribus principle.
As mentioned before, the parameter estimates in bold font are the largest parameter estimates for that
variable, among the three risks. It can be seen that the parameter estimate for having a fiber connection is
the largest for the Uncontrollable risk. Therefore, for customers with a fiber connection the instantaneous
probability to churn due to the Uncontrollable risk is larger than the instantaneous probability to churn due
to the other risks, whilst all other variables are equal. This result is unexpected since the TSP assumes that
the connection type is irrelevant for the reason for which a customer churns.
All parameter estimates for the purchase channel variables are the largest for the Uncontrollable risk.
This implies that customers who do not purchase their products or services in a shop are more likely to churn
due to the Uncontrollable risk than due to any other risk.
The table also shows that for all risks, a price between e30 and e40 would be optimal for reducing the
instantaneous probability to churn in general. Since the parameter estimates for the price variables <e20 and
>e60 are the largest for the Uncontrollable risk, customers with a relatively cheap or relatively expensive
contract have a higher instantaneous probability to churn due to the Uncontrollable risk, than due to any
other risk. Similarly, the parameter estimates for the price variables e40 - e50 and e50 - e60 are the
largest for the Controllable risk, which implies that customers with contracts in these price classes are more
likely to churn due to the Controllable risk than due to any other risk.
It can be seen that the parameter estimates of VAS variables are often the largest for the Uncontrollable
risk. This shows that most of the VASs induce churn due to the Uncontrollable risk.
The parameter estimate of the WPSD variable is the largest for Uncontrollable risk, among the three
risks. This suggests that customers who have seen a warning page and who have had a soft disconnect are
more likely to churn due to the Uncontrollable risk, than due to any other risk. As the delay in payments is
part of the Uncontrollable risk, this observation is in line with our expectations.
For the Uncontrollable risk, we incorporated the number of calls between the customer and the customer
service center on time t − 1 in the competing risks model, instead of the topic variables on time t − 1,
since this model turned out to perform best, as discussed in Section 5.2. For these variables, all parameter
estimates are positive, which implies an increase in the instantaneous probability to churn when a customer
calls the customer service center, irrespectively of the number of calls. The parameter estimates of the
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Controllable risk for the topics usage and administration are larger than for the Unknown risk. This implies
that a call between a customer and the customer service center about usage and administration increases
the instantaneous probability to churn due to the Controllable risk, which is in line with our expectations.
Furthermore, the parameter estimates of calls about payments, products, questions in general and the status
of the order are larger than for the Controllable risk. This indicates that a call about one of these risks
increases the instantaneous probability of churn due to the Unknown risk.
All parameter estimates for the failure variables are the largest for the Unknown risk, indicating that
a failure on time t − 1 induces a higher instantaneous probability to churn due to the Unknown risk. In
general, the parameter estimates for the failure variables are positive, which implies that each occurred failure
increases the probability of churn.
The parameter estimates for the number of online activities on the website of the TSP on time t − 1 are the
largest for the Controllable risk. This suggests that activity on the website of the TSP on time t − 1 increases
the likeliness to churn due to the Controllable risk. Probably, customers who churn due to the Controllable
risk often visit the TSP’s website to compare their current contract to offers of the TSP’s competitors. For
the online activities on the website of a family company of the TSP, the parameter estimates are in most
cases the largest for the Unknown risk. Thereby, all parameter estimates for the fTSP variables are positive,
indicating that the probability to churn due to any risk increases when a customer visits a webpage of an
fTSP. This follows our expectations, as visiting a competitor’s website means searching for another offer.

6. Conclusion
6.1. Practical and Theoretical Contributions
The main practical contribution of our work is that we investigated the applicability of a competing risks
model and LDA to predict the reasons for which customers churn. On the theoretical side, while LDA is often
applied for gathering topics from documents, it has never been applied to conversations between customers
and the customer service center to incorporate their topics as variables into the competing risks model. We
have shown that the data empirically supports the provided theory and customer service data provides useful
signals for identifying churn and its reasons.
Reducing the churn rate is very relevant in marketing since the costs of acquiring a new customer are five
times higher than maintaining an existing one. Knowledge of the propensity to churn and its potential reason
for each customer provides the opportunity to create a personalised strategy for each customer and increase
retention. One of the questions we aimed to answer is whether a competing risks model with incorporated
customer service data as variables performs better than a competing risks model without it.
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For predicting the propensity to churn, we have proposed two duration models: one model without topic
variables, and one model with topic variables. The topic variables have been created by employing an LDA
model on the textual customer service center data. We also aggregated the reasons for which customers
could churn in three competing risks: the Controllable risk, the Uncontrollable risk, and the Unknown risk.
Thereafter, we have created a competing risks model that could simultaneously model churn and the reason
for which a customer churns. Again, we made one competing risks models without topic variables, and one
competing risks model with topic variables.
All models for predicting churn, and the ones for simultaneously predicting the reason for which a customer
churns, outperform the benchmark model. The in-sample performance measures have shown that the duration
model with topic variables outperforms the duration model without topic variables. This indicates that
we are more successful in modeling the propensity to churn, by including the topics of the calls between a
customer and the customer service center of the TSP. We have also seen that for the Controllable risk, and
for the Unknown risk, the models with topic variables outperform the models without topic variables. This
implies that taking the topic of a call between a customer and the TSP’s customer service center into account
improves the model for the Controllable risk and the Unknown risk. Nonetheless, for the Uncontrollable risk,
we have seen that the model without topic variables outperforms the model with topic variables.
We conclude that the effects of the incorporated variables on the propensity to churn differ significantly
between the various risks. This implies that the behavior of customers who churn due to varying risks
differs. Focusing on the topic variables, we have seen that it does not necessarily mean that the customer’s
propensity to churn increases when the customer has had contact with the TSP’s customer service center.
For some topics the propensity to churn even decreases. Other strong effects on the propensity to churn are
the occurrences of failures, which increases the propensity to churn due to the Unknown risk. Moreover, the
probability to churn due to the Controllable risk of customers who visit online webpages of the TSP increases,
while the probability to churn due to the Unknown risk of customers who visit online webpages of a family
brand of the TSP increases. We have also seen that the price of the contract is optimal between e30 and e40.
Using the developed churn models provides business managers with an opportunity to act proactively
rather than reactively while doing it with a comparatively high level of accuracy. By this, we mean that
they would be able to predict the customers’ churn period and reason long enough in advance. Combining
it with the previously discussed fact that attracting new customers is very costly under the conditions of
fierce competition in the telecom industry, we can see a clear managerial application. Companies would be
able to design personalised offers to potential churners. These offers would specifically address the reason for
which a customer is likely to leave. This, in turn, would advance the efforts of keeping the customer satisfied.
Additionally, by utilising the knowledge extracted from the churn model, managers in the companies will be
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able to improve the business decision making processes (e.g., targeted marketing - knowing the right audience)
by making these more data-driven.
6.2. Limitations and Future Work
Nevertheless, our work has a few limitations. In particular, we can make several improvements in the
approach of the churn models. One drawback of our churn models is that we only incorporate time-varying
variables at time t−1 in a model that models the instantaneous probability to churn at time t. An improvement
would be to predict the unknown time-varying explanatory variables at time t, when predicting the probability
to churn at time t. In this case, it would be possible to incorporate current predicted behavior in the model
instead of just past behavior. In order to predict the behavior of a customer, we should set up a predictive
model that predicts the number of calls, the topics of the calls, the number of failures, and the number of
online activities, all at time t.
In future research, it would be interesting to predict the reason for which a customer churns more
specifically. For example, the Controllable risk can be divided into several more specific risks, such as churn
due to bad services, churn due to a better offer of a competitor, or churn due to a perceived high price of the
contract. The Uncontrollable risk can also be divided into, for example, two risks, churn due to migration,
and churn due to death. When we are able to predict the reason for which a customer churns more specifically,
the TSP’s offers can be more personalized, which makes churn even easier to prevent.
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Appendix A. Variables
In this appendix we list all existing categories of some of the categorical variables explained in Section 3
and provide the pairwise (Pearson) correlations between variables.
Categorical Variables
Mosaic Group: Table A.11 shows the existing categories for the mosaic group variable. This table also
shows the description of each category. We denote the size of the household with size hh.
Table A.11: Mosaic group categories
Category

Age

Size hh.

Income

Education level

Housing

Young digitals
Urban balancers
Starting together
Good city life
Modal households
Childs and career
Social housing
Mature middle class
Freedom and space
Golden border
Elitist upper class
Rural life
Deserved joy
Aged simplicity

<30
<40
25-45
25-60
25-55
25-55
45-65
45-75
35-65
45-75
>45
45-75
>55
>65

1-2
1-2
1-4
1-2
>1
>2
1-3
1-4
>1
>1
>0
>1
1-2
1-2

low
low
low
low or high
low - high
average or high
low
low or average
average or high
average or high
high
average or high
average or high
low

low or high
low or high
low
high
average
average or high
low
low - high
average
high
high
low - high
average or high
low

rent
rent or bought
rent
bought
bought
bought
rent
bought
bought
bought
bought
bought
bought
rent

Play Name: The existing categories for the play name variable are: aTV, Internet, Internet and phone,
Internet and iTV, Internet and aTV and iTV, phone and aTV, Internet and phone and aTV, Internet and
phone and iTV.
Channel: The existing categories for the channel variable are: online, phone, resell, door-to-door, shop,
and unknown.
Value Added Service: Table A.12 shows the existing categories for the VAS variable.
Correlations
Table A.13 shows the pairwise Pearson correlations between (a subset of) variables. For space reasons,
variable which had the mean of the absolute values of the correlations less than 0.05 were omitted.
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Table A.12: VAS categories
Category

Description

Eredivisie
Erotica
Film1
HBO
HD
Hindi
Kids
Nature
PC security
Plus
Premium
Sport1
Turkish
Videoland
German
Entertainment

A TV channel that mainly broadcasts the Dutch soccer league.
A TV channel that only broadcasts erotica.
A TV channel that mainly broadcasts movies and series.
A TV channel that mainly broadcasts movies and series.
An extra service for having brighter views.
A TV channel that mainly broadcasts Indian programs.
A TV channel that only broadcasts entertainment for kids.
A TV channel that mainly broadcasts documentaries.
An extra service that secures your PC.
A TV channel that mainly broadcasts movies, series and extra documentaries.
A TV channel that mainly broadcasts movies, series and extra documentaries.
A TV channel that mainly broadcasts sports.
A TV channel that mainly broadcasts Turkish programs.
A TV channel that mainly broadcasts movies and series.
A TV channel that mainly broadcasts German programs.
A TV channel that only broadcasts erotica.

Table A.13: Pearson Correlations. Part 1

Time
Status
#Fails
#Contacts
Fiber
City
Offer1
Offer2
Offer3
Offer4
WP
WPSD
WPSDHD
P<20
P20-30
P30-40
P40-50
P50-60
Plus
MaxShould
Topic1
Topic2
Topic3
Topic4
Topic5
Topic6

Time

Status

#Fails

#Contacts

Fiber

City

Offer1

Offer2

Offer3

Offer4

WP

WPSD

WPSDHD

1.000
-0.060
0.088
-0.008
0.035
0.006
0.038
0.107
0.112
-0.123
-0.036
-0.035
-0.062
-0.021
0.111
-0.052
-0.113
0.077
-0.035
0.815
-0.030
-0.035
-0.021
-0.037
-0.053
-0.052

-0.060
1.000
-0.079
0.012
-0.048
-0.005
0.007
0.056
0.026
-0.022
0.072
0.093
0.186
0.024
0.047
-0.010
-0.054
0.000
0.000
-0.003
0.005
-0.003
-0.033
0.014
-0.018
-0.013

0.088
-0.079
1.000
-0.062
-0.132
0.283
-0.013
0.102
0.008
0.030
0.001
-0.003
-0.017
0.031
0.087
0.021
-0.088
-0.054
-0.035
0.013
-0.040
-0.043
-0.046
-0.038
-0.031
-0.025

-0.008
0.012
-0.062
1.000
0.125
-0.034
0.001
-0.070
-0.034
-0.026
0.030
0.028
0.004
-0.030
-0.068
-0.041
0.104
0.043
0.039
-0.051
0.069
0.087
0.076
0.081
0.082
0.050

0.035
-0.048
-0.132
0.125
1.000
-0.149
0.096
-0.264
-0.122
-0.265
-0.149
-0.137
-0.068
-0.084
-0.270
-0.434
0.621
0.288
0.055
0.028
0.059
0.114
0.017
0.080
0.052
-0.007

0.006
-0.005
0.283
-0.034
-0.149
1.000
-0.026
0.100
-0.004
0.070
0.028
0.025
0.014
0.017
0.076
0.045
-0.096
-0.053
-0.032
-0.002
-0.019
-0.026
-0.022
-0.027
-0.015
-0.002

0.038
0.007
-0.013
0.001
0.096
-0.026
1.000
-0.025
-0.018
-0.027
-0.014
-0.013
-0.007
0.229
-0.028
-0.042
-0.024
-0.017
-0.018
0.047
-0.003
-0.004
-0.010
-0.006
-0.007
-0.009

0.107
0.056
0.102
-0.070
-0.264
0.100
-0.025
1.000
-0.183
-0.275
0.016
0.013
0.004
0.399
0.668
-0.426
-0.248
-0.175
-0.180
0.150
-0.035
-0.063
-0.065
-0.064
-0.049
-0.052

0.112
0.026
0.008
-0.034
-0.122
-0.004
-0.018
-0.183
1.000
-0.193
-0.032
-0.026
-0.019
-0.077
0.312
-0.100
-0.070
-0.116
-0.127
0.141
-0.023
-0.031
-0.024
-0.011
-0.029
-0.031

-0.123
-0.022
0.030
-0.026
-0.265
0.070
-0.027
-0.275
-0.193
1.000
0.032
0.024
0.007
-0.118
-0.298
0.627
-0.242
-0.186
0.040
-0.151
-0.001
-0.015
0.007
-0.025
0.008
0.023

-0.036
0.072
0.001
0.030
-0.149
0.028
-0.014
0.016
-0.032
0.032
1.000
0.782
0.385
-0.009
-0.002
0.050
-0.082
0.034
0.110
-0.048
0.010
0.015
0.015
-0.008
-0.011
0.156

-0.035
0.093
-0.003
0.028
-0.137
0.025
-0.013
0.013
-0.026
0.024
0.782
1.000
0.492
-0.008
-0.001
0.043
-0.075
0.036
0.101
-0.047
0.007
0.012
0.009
-0.008
-0.011
0.141

-0.062
0.186
-0.017
0.004
-0.068
0.014
-0.007
0.004
-0.019
0.007
0.385
0.492
1.000
-0.001
-0.008
0.021
-0.043
0.032
0.069
-0.075
0.001
0.001
-0.011
-0.005
-0.008
0.056

Pearson Correlations. Part 2

Time
Status
#Fails
#Contacts
Fiber
City
Offer1
Offer2
Offer3
Offer4
WP
WPSD
WPSDHD
P<20
P20-30
P30-40
P40-50
P50-60
Plus
MaxShould
Topic1
Topic2
Topic3
Topic4
Topic5
Topic6

P<20

P20-30

P30-40

P40-50

P50-60

Plus

MaxShould

Topic1

Topic2

Topic3

Topic4

Topic5

Topic6

-0.021
0.024
0.031
-0.030
-0.084
0.017
0.229
0.399
-0.077
-0.118
-0.009
-0.008
-0.001
1.000
-0.121
-0.184
-0.107
-0.075
-0.078
-0.012
-0.016
-0.027
-0.031
-0.027
-0.024
-0.026

0.111
0.047
0.087
-0.068
-0.270
0.076
-0.028
0.668
0.312
-0.298
-0.002
-0.001
-0.008
-0.121
1.000
-0.463
-0.269
-0.190
-0.196
0.149
-0.036
-0.065
-0.059
-0.055
-0.050
-0.055

-0.052
-0.010
0.021
-0.041
-0.434
0.045
-0.042
-0.426
-0.100
0.627
0.050
0.043
0.021
-0.184
-0.463
1.000
-0.408
-0.289
0.080
-0.065
-0.017
-0.037
0.018
-0.023
0.001
0.024

-0.113
-0.054
-0.088
0.104
0.621
-0.096
-0.024
-0.248
-0.070
-0.242
-0.082
-0.075
-0.043
-0.107
-0.269
-0.408
1.000
-0.168
0.060
-0.147
0.054
0.106
0.048
0.082
0.061
0.031

0.077
0.000
-0.054
0.043
0.288
-0.053
-0.017
-0.175
-0.116
-0.186
0.034
0.036
0.032
-0.075
-0.190
-0.289
-0.168
1.000
0.107
0.082
0.017
0.027
0.012
0.024
0.006
0.015

-0.035
0.000
-0.035
0.039
0.055
-0.032
-0.018
-0.180
-0.127
0.040
0.110
0.101
0.069
-0.078
-0.196
0.080
0.060
0.107
1.000
-0.050
0.013
0.031
0.036
0.020
0.024
0.056

0.815
-0.003
0.013
-0.051
0.028
-0.002
0.047
0.150
0.141
-0.151
-0.048
-0.047
-0.075
-0.012
0.149
-0.065
-0.147
0.082
-0.050
1.000
-0.063
-0.083
-0.081
-0.066
-0.083
-0.086

-0.030
0.005
-0.040
0.069
0.059
-0.019
-0.003
-0.035
-0.023
-0.001
0.010
0.007
0.001
-0.016
-0.036
-0.017
0.054
0.017
0.013
-0.063
1.000
0.271
0.224
0.262
0.205
0.166

-0.035
-0.003
-0.043
0.087
0.114
-0.026
-0.004
-0.063
-0.031
-0.015
0.015
0.012
0.001
-0.027
-0.065
-0.037
0.106
0.027
0.031
-0.083
0.271
1.000
0.310
0.277
0.275
0.260

-0.021
-0.033
-0.046
0.076
0.017
-0.022
-0.010
-0.065
-0.024
0.007
0.015
0.009
-0.011
-0.031
-0.059
0.018
0.048
0.012
0.036
-0.081
0.224
0.310
1.000
0.311
0.382
0.143

-0.037
0.014
-0.038
0.081
0.080
-0.027
-0.006
-0.064
-0.011
-0.025
-0.008
-0.008
-0.005
-0.027
-0.055
-0.023
0.082
0.024
0.020
-0.066
0.262
0.277
0.311
1.000
0.280
0.206

-0.053
-0.018
-0.031
0.082
0.052
-0.015
-0.007
-0.049
-0.029
0.008
-0.011
-0.011
-0.008
-0.024
-0.050
0.001
0.061
0.006
0.024
-0.083
0.205
0.275
0.382
0.280
1.000
0.123

-0.052
-0.013
-0.025
0.050
-0.007
-0.002
-0.009
-0.052
-0.031
0.023
0.156
0.141
0.056
-0.026
-0.055
0.024
0.031
0.015
0.056
-0.086
0.166
0.260
0.143
0.206
0.123
1.000
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